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Abstract
The complexity of modern scientific research requires advanced approaches to handle and
analyse rich and dynamic data. Organizations such as hospitals, hold a great number of health
datasets which may consist of many individual records. Artificial Intelligence methodologies
incorporate approaches for knowledge retrieval and pattern discovery, which have been
proven to be useful for data analysis in various disciplines. Decision trees methods belong to
knowledge discovery methodologies and use computational algorithms for the extraction of
patterns from data. This work describes the development of an autonomous Decision Support
System (“Dth 1.0”) for the real-time analysis of health data with the use of decision trees. The
proposed system uses a patient's dataset based on the patients’ symptoms and other relevant
information and prepares reports about the importance of the characteristics that determine
the number of patients of a specific disease. This work presents the basic concept of decision
trees, describes the design of a tree-based system and uses a virtual database to illustrate the
classification of patients in a hypothetical intra-hospital case study.
Keywords: Decision making, geographical analysis, artificial intelligence, data mining, health geography,
decision trees.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of modern data analysis is constantly increasing as the number of variables
involved increases. Modern scientific problems, require even greater computational power to
handle and analyse available data in order to produce meaningful outputs for analysis and
informed decision making. The more the variables and the characteristics of a problem, the
greater the complexity in the association between problem and its characteristics. A modern
group of methodologies is Artificial Intelligence (AI) which was introduced during the last
decades in computational sciences. This group of methods include Machine Learning (ML)
which is a category of methods for the extraction of knowledge from data to “train” a system
which will later accumulate knowledge for analysis and prediction. The adaptation of AI
methods to problem solving and data analysis is valuable to modern scientists as the
complexity of scientific problems increases. Moreover, geographical applications require
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advanced tools for spatial analysis. The variety, type and computational intensity involved in
spatial data analysis, make AI methods valuable to the modern scientific arsenal of
geographical analysis methods.
Data mining is a methodological group of AI which extracts information from data. Often
the type, extent and complexity of datasets hides the underlying information and trends which
are crucial for scientific analysis. Those trends and associations can be extracted with data
mining operations. “Decision trees” is a common modern data mining methodology dealing
with training and prediction. This approach predicts the value of a variable by knowing other
available attributes and can be applied to variables of categorical nature. For example when
information is available about individuals concerning: car ownership, house ownership,
income category and age, then by training a decision tree model with data, a prediction model
can be build to predict the car ownership (binomial variable) according to the values of the
other variables. A very good exposure to the challenges and capabilities of the scientific field
of data mining is the work of Witten et. al. [1] which analyses ML and data mining and
provides practical recommendations.
Health geography is a field of geography focusing on the spatial characteristics of health
related problems. Some of the topics of health geography can be approached by the use of AI
methods. For example decision trees can be implemented towards the development of a
health decision support system to understand and illustrate possible development of a disease
by a patient via the use of patient's health record database. In other words a decision tree can
be implemented for understanding the levels of a variable (development of disease) by
parsing other data on the system. The underlying mechanism associates habits with a disease
and offers a statistical model for the analysis of the development of the disease. This work
illustrates the use of decision tree models for the understanding of health related datasets.
After the presentation of the theory of decision trees, a model is constructed. Following the
generation of a random health dataset (“arth2000”) the model is trained to predict the
development of a disease in a sample of 1000 patients. Finally we discuss the potential use
and extensions of the proposed decision support system.
2.

DECISION TREE CLASSIFICATION

Classification is a training methodology in ML. It assigns class labels to cases based on
models linking known class labels with attribute levels. Some of the most common data
classification techniques to date are: neural networks [2], [3] , Bayesian networks [4–7] and
Support Vector Machines [8–11]. Those approaches have their advantages and disadvantages
and are suitable for different types of data analysis. Decision tree methodology is mostly
suitable for classifying datasets with nominal variables and exploring relationships between
the standardized variations of their attributes. Some of the advantages of this methodology
are the fast learning algorithms that can be used such as ID3 [12] and C4.5 [13] and the
robustness of the methodology to noise such as missing values and attribute noise. Some of
the disadvantages of decision trees are the difficulty to represent the parity of values in a
relationship and proportional complexity of the output diagram which sometimes can be
misleading if not followed by expert analysis. In other words when data are complex and the
output graph has a substantial amount of nodes and leafs, the human eye can be misled. This
will not happen if the tree graph is followed by a detailed explanation of each part of the tree.
A decision tree accepts a dataset of nominal data and produces a dendrogramatic
representation [14] of the data variables according to their levels. The generic algorithm used
for such a classification is the following:
1. A is the best decision attribute for the next node
2. Assign A as decision attribute for the node
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3. For each value of A, create a new descendant of the node
4. Sort data by leaf nodes
5. Iterate over leaf nodes, until data are classified
The result of this algorithm produces a number of nodes and leafs illustrating the number
of potential decisions from the attributes of the data. This categorization of potential
decisions groups all possibilities, and counts the most prominent ones. The modelling process
splits the data into two subsets: one for learning and the other for prediction. The first subset
of the data is used as a trainee for the model and teaches the model to understand the
relationship between attributes. The second subset is used for evaluating this knowledge. The
error calculation is based on the number of successful predictions of the model. The splitting
of the data depends on the number of cases. The error quantification is also associated with
the number of cases in the data, the number of variables and the number of levels in the
ordinal scale, discretizing the range of variability of continuous explanatory variables.
Decision trees can process data involved in various disciplines and develop a knowledge
discovery tool to predict levels of ordinal dependent variables. In the broader scientific field
of health sciences there have been some interesting attempts to use decision tree
methodologies. The work by Andreescu et.al. [15] illustrates the use of decision trees in the
prediction of patients respond to treatment of late-life depression. With a number of 461
records, the authors developed a hierarchy of predictors with decision trees. Additionally, the
work of Mann et. al [16] aims of determining the risk for a suicide attempt in psychiatric
patients with the analysis of multiple risk factors. Decision trees method has been used in a
health dataset of 408 patients with mood schizophrenia or personality disorders to distinguish
possible attempters. Another interesting use of decision trees in health sciences is the work by
Zhang et.al [17] which is an attempt to demonstrate the effectiveness of one treatment against
another with respect to pregnancy in poly-cystic ovary syndrome (PPCOS). That work used a
dataset of 445 women who ovulated in response to treatments among a dataset of 626
participants. Decision trees was used to reflect treatment results between types of the
syndrome. Furthermore, Koko et. al. [18] described the evaluation of various decision tree
methods on problems of orthopaedic fracture data and concluded that there are some
limitations on the accuracy of the model and the sensitivity of the decision tree size. Tsien et.
al. [19] in their research about classification trees for diagnosing myocardial infraction,
concluded that ML methods such as decision trees can be used in medicine for supporting
early diagnostic decisions. Jones et. al. [20], illustrate the use of decision trees in the
identification of signals of possible drug reactions and concluded that data mining methods,
such as decision trees can be a promising tool for identifying new patterns in medical
datasets. Dantchev et. al. [21] argue that decision trees are still in experimental stages and
remain difficult to apply to clinical practice in psychiatry. Nevertheless in the same report
they argue that those tools allow researchers to see epidemiological data from a more
generalized perspective and focus on new priorities. Letourneau et. al. [22] focused on
decision making techniques for chronic wound care and concluded that decision trees can
help decision making by guiding trained personnel through assessment and treatment options.
Another notable example of use of decision trees in health sciences can be seen in the work
of Alemi and Gustason [23] , who describe some analytical tools that aid decision making
such as decision trees, also includes a number of examples with decision making scenarios.
3. USE OF DECISION TREES METHOD
This part describes the use of Decision Trees in the proposed health decision support system.
An artificial dataset is used for the training and validation of the method. The dataset consists
of five independent variables (city, age, sex, activity, the milk) and one dependent variable
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(hypothetical disease AD). The cases of the dataset represent visits of individuals to a health
care facility (hospital). It is assumed that during each visit the medical personnel examined
the individuals and recorded information about those variables. The total cases in the dataset
is n=2000 (1000 training, 1000 evaluating) as can be seen in table 1. Table 2 shows the
probabilities for each variable's level, used for the generation of the “arth2000” dataset.
Those probabilities are also used for the evaluation of the accuracy of the classification. This
work assumes that independent variables influence the dependent variable and via the
decision tree methodology illustrates the type and amount of this influence. Subsequently, the
model will be able to predict the probability of existence of disease AD by processing the
levels of the five dependent variables of an individual. The process of prediction can be
complex and may also depend on the type and quality of the available dataset. The variables
of the data are: the city variable which indicates the area of living (5 levels) of the patient, the
age variable is a categorization of the age group of the patient (4 levels). Activity indicates
the type of patient's active or passive type of living (2 levels) and milk variable indicates the
daily consumed milk units (3 levels).
We prepare a model which uses information gain as a quality measure to populate a
dendrogram. Information gain is represented as the entropy value of the data passed from the
model. If the data values are new and haven't been processed earlier from the model, then
they add to the overall information scheme. This information gain is calculated by counting
the number of previous occurrences of the particular combination of data values, in the
dataset. For example if the model processes a list of 10 individuals consisting of 9 males and
one female, the information gain increases by one when the model is processing the 10th
individual because up until the 9th individual the model only knew about the existence of just
one sex. After handling the new sex-level (female) the model creates a new category of
individuals and assigns all new females to that.
Table 1. Overview of the "arth2000" dataset
City of
residence

Age category

Sex

Daily activity

Milk
consumption

Suffer from AB
disease

Athens

mature

female

high

high

Yes

Mytilini

old

female

average

average

Yes

Mytilini

mature

male

low

low

No

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Additionally the model uses no pruning mechanism as this would limit the extent of the tree
and because the number of cases in the “arth2000” dataset is limited. When the model
processes the individuals, the minimum records per node is set to 5. In other words, the
information gain weight should reach 5 individuals before creating a new leaf. This is an
empirical value and varies depending on the type of data or the type of analysis and the
required complexity for the results.
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Table 2. Probabilities of levels for the variables of the "arth2000" dataset
city
Athens
Chios

Crete

age

activity

milk

AD disease

0.1

middle

0.2

active

0.5

average

0.3

No

0.4

0.2

old

0.4

passive

0.4

high

0.2

Yes

0.6

0.2

young

0.1

low

0.5

0.3

mature

0.3

Mytilini
0.2
Rodos

Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of the developed model. Initially, health data are
inserted via a csv reader. Those data could be in principle fetched from the examination
rooms of a hospital and following the model processing procedure, they can be presented to
decision makers in real time. The proposed procedure then splits the database in two parts for
cross validation. In other words, the model will learn from the first part of the data and then
evaluate the quality of the knowledge upon the second half of the data. The process of
learning is held in module number 3 and the linkage of the dataset is taking place in module
number 4. The linkage evaluates the leaning ability of the model with the remaining data.

Figure 1. Work-flow process diagram for data mining of the arth2000 dataset

Decision Trees approach, helps solve a problem, which in this case-study is the
understanding of possible future existence of disease AB to a number of patients by knowing
a limited number of information about each patient. This approach is used to represent the
various decision points along the examination of a potential patient. As can be seen in table 3,
(Rule 3) according to the arth2000 dataset, if the patient is from Chios city, it has an
increased probability to suffer from AB disease. The examination personnel, then needs to
ask the patient about his/her age as in Rule 6, patients of mature, old and young age, have an
additional increased probability to suffer from disease AB. The resulted decision tree, offers a
list of characteristics which have increased probability over the possible existence of AB
disease, according to the arth2000 dataset. It describes the logical steps required for
determining whether an individual has increased probability to suffer from disease AB
(dependent variable) by knowing the value of a number of other variables (independent
variables).
The decision tree methodology consists of a root node split by a single variable into
partitions. In turn those partitions become nodes to be split further. This divide-and-conquer
approach continues until no further splitting would improve the performance of the model.
The performance is the ability of the model to understand the possible categorization of a
case, based on its attributes. This ability of the model, increases as the statements incorporate
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additional knowledge about the training dataset. In other words, the more the information
gain from a categorization, the higher the ability of the model to categorize cases with less
information. The categorization statements of the produced decision tree are depicted in Table
3.
Table 3. The categorization statements for the “arth2000” dataset
Appearance of
disease AB

cases

percentage

No

450/1000

45%

No

348/791

43%

milk=high,low

4

No

239/569

42%

city=Athens,Crete,Mytilini,
Rodos
milk=high,low

5

No

109/222

49%

city=Athens,Crete,Mytilini,
Rodos
milk=average

10

No

51/120

42%

city=Crete,Rodos
milk=average

11

Yes

44/102

43%

milk=average
city=Athens,Mytilini

No

102/209

48%

city=Chios

6

No

83/180

46%

city=Chios
age=mature,old,young

7

Yes

10/29

34%

city=Chios
age=middle

Rule
1
2

3

categories

For each statement (row) the first column is the id of the statement. The disease AB
column indicates that this statement can categorize cases that may suffer from disease AB.
The “cover” column shows the number of cases that have been categorized with this rule. The
percentage column shows the percentage of the categorized cases with respect to the total
number of cases. Finally, the “categories” column shows the information gain from each rule.
For example rule 11 indicates that cases from Athens or Mytilene with average consumption
of milk, have 43% probability to suffer from disease AB. The combination of those rules can
categorize this particular “arth2000” dataset with 100% accuracy.
In order for the model to judge how good a potential split (node-leaf) is, the information
gain rule is used, which creates a new split at the attribute with the highest information gain.
This approach creates new splits only when they will create concrete partitions of the dataset.
The split function strategy for this model is the entropy reduction strategy. The greater the
information from a categorization, the greater the knowledge of the model for future
categorizations. Finally the minimum number of observations in a node before attempting a
split (splitting factor) is 100 cases for 1000 cases. This reduces the tree complexity and
produces a more readable representation. The selection of the splitting factor depends on the
number of total cases and the amount of detail required in the results. The more complex the
results, the more the leafs of the decision tree.
The very same categorization process can be used with any other categorical dataset to
prepare categorization rules. This makes the approach generalizable and flexible. A factor that
determines the accuracy of the results is the number of levels for each variable. Binomial
variables can be categorized with less rules than variables with 4 or 5 levels. This is making
sense if we consider that entropy increases for variables with larger number of levels. This
forces the model to produce more rules in order to fully categorize a dataset. On the other
hand, binomial variables can be easily categorized and require less rules. Finally, a fully
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randomized dataset, where there is no relationship between variables, may require a great
number of rules to be fully categorized. The tendency of the dataset towards a random
distribution is directly associated with the inability of the decision tree to categorize all cases
with less rules.
The methodology of data categorization discussed, can be potentially useful to health
facilities, such as hospitals for categorizing patient records and present statistics based on the
patient profile. For example a large hospital with a great number of daily visits, can produce a
good amount of data related to patient characteristics and health problems. Those data can be
obtained from a patient upon his/her arrival and stored in a database. Then, a centralized
computational decision support system can process this dataset and prepare correlations
between patient's characteristics. A decision tree can be implemented in R statistical
language, with the use of the “part” library [24], to prepare a statistical description for such a
database. The administration of a hospital may access the results of the process and use
visualizations for decision support. The results may indicate trends and patters that are not
initially visible and can offer a centralized and categorized view over the characteristics of
each disease.
4.

AUTOMATED HEALTH DECISION SYSTEM

The proposed system makes decisions based upon health related datasets and evaluates the
possibilities of occurrence of a control variable. The application of the proposed system is the
statistical analysis of health databases from non-expert uses such as managers and directors
of hospitals. This analysis can also be helpful in early examination procedures or in decision
making in epistemological analysis.
Considering the lack of centralized statistical tool in the Greek Health Sector, this work is
innovative because it describes and proposes the use of such a tool and advocates the use of
not only descriptive statistics but also the use of AI for advanced statistical analysis.
Sometimes it is difficult to fully understand the big picture of a cause-effect relationship
especially when it is hidden deep into a great amount of data. The proposed system is using
data mining methods and databases to construct a “hospital-oriented” computer system that
will prepare on the fly data statistics. More specifically, this work describes the design and
the details of a proposed system that can be installed in a health facility such as hospitals, and
prepare on-the-fly statistics about the patient's database. As illustrated in figure 2 the flow of
information starts from the examination room (point 1) where the basic description of the
characteristics and the medical record are transformed into a digital record (point 2) and
inserted into a database (point 3). This process can be facilitated by modern palmtops with
live html forms that can either create a new medical record or update an existing one with
new medical information. The database of the system can retrieve data with queries. Instead
for the researchers/managers (point 5) to use traditional SQL queries to retrieve tabular
results, they can use a series of predefined actions that will call a number of queries. The predefined actions will present the results in graphical form (point 4). One of those predefined
actions may include the use of a decision tree to analyse the data and observe the relationship
between variables.

Figure 2. The abstract design of the proposed decision system
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This proposed system requires a number of “examination-room computers” which will be
used for data entry during examination. The software required for those machines, should be
just basic intra-net browsing and an html compatible client (web browser). The main database
will be hosted on an in-house server which will be an average computer with an installation
of a database (PostGreSQL, MySql). In this computer the freely available statistical
environment R is required which will prepare statistical analysis, and graphs. Finally the
managerial and administrative staff will need average computers with basic intra-net
browsing for selection of predefined actions and visualization of results.
The preparation of predefined actions saves time and effort and provides a relatively
error-free environment for the generation of statistics. The following code snippet (code 1)
shows an example of a predefined action which is triggered by a managerial staff to prepare a
description of the age categories of the patients in the database. The following code snippet
(code 1) is written in the R statistical programming language and its output is depicted in
figure 3.
• Lines 1-3 import the required libraries and packages for the analysis.
• Lines 5 and 6 activate the database driver and connect to the database.
• Lines 8 and 11 discover the available tables in the database and list its fields.
• Lines 14 and 15 retrieve all available data from the database table
• Lines 17-20 convert the data according to age categories
• Lines 22-24 prepare the diagram variables
• Lines 26-28 generate the bar-plot diagram
The generated bar-plot show the absolute number of patients and the percentage for each age
group. This predefined statistical analysis generates output that informs the user (managerial
and admin staff) about the age groups of the patients that visit the hospital.

Code 1. Snippet of R code for the generation of bar-plot with the age structure of the patients. The
generated plot is figure 3.
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Figure 3. Result of an example predefined action showing the age groups of patients in the dataset

Another predefined statistical “action” could be the profiling of the dataset with decision
trees methodology. This methodological approach may serve as an information categorization
process that generates a dendrogram of groups of cases. Code 2 depicts the R code of such a
process which may be used in the proposed computational system.

Code 2. Snippet of R code for the generation of sample data and the subsequent construction of a
decision tree from them.

After the installation and calibration of this autonomous health decision support system,
the users can use it without any knowledge on statistics or artificial intelligence. The
predefined actions will run code snippets that will prepare various statistical analysis. It is an
autonomous system as it uses only the predefined statistical actions and does not require any
input by the user. This enables the end user to focus only on a number of important and errorfree statistical analyses. Of course as with other similar systems, the quality of the imported
data will influence the quality of the exported statistics.
5.

GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF HEALTH DATA

The data that can be collected form the heath care facilities, include place of residence of the
patient. This is important as can provide spatial attributes to health records for further
analysis. The health data that have spatial records can be presented in maps and analysed by
area in order to provide a better insight on the spatial distribution of health events along with
other information about the patient such as proximity to health facilities, socio-economic
characteristics etc. Those type of information could be used for geographical analysis of a
disease outspread and map the areas which have significant amount of incidents. The
understanding of spatial characteristics of a disease outspread can help decision makers to
provide better health services and information to the general public for the protection of
public health. Geographical epidemiological studies aim to understand the spatial
characteristics of health data and formulate hypotheses regarding the spatial causes and
effects of a disease [25]. Some of the different branches of spatial epidemiology are disease
mapping, cluster identification and spatial socio-economic analysis of a disease[26].
Understanding the greater spatial trends of a disease as well as mapping the spatial
distribution of a disease from health records of a hospital, can be a challenging task especially
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due to privacy and ethical reasons. Nevertheless, if handled with care, health data records that
have spatial attributes can be very useful in early warning epidemiology systems and provide
a different approach on understanding the causes and effects of a disease outspread in an area.
Automated systems of identifying underlying trends such as decision trees, provide the
necessary lay of data mining, which extracts knowledge from individual records. The use of
such an autonomous system can spare financial and other resources by avoiding the manual
examination of data records and by quickly indicating the geographical characteristics of an
event.
6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The automated system discussed in this work may provide a basic mechanism for real-time
analysis of health related data. The statistical analysis of databases may not substitute the
actual medical diagnosis from specialized personnel in any case. Nevertheless it is a first step
towards the automation of diagnosis and a valuable tool for decision makers and researchers
to understand and identify data patterns.
The arth2000 dataset is but an arbitrary dataset consisting of just 2000 cases. No real data
have been used in this stage of the research as there is lack of free health database for Greece.
In a future state of this research, there is the possibility to use anonymized data from Greek
Health Public System. One of the benefits of using decision tree methodology is that by
scaling up the number of the cases and using a real medical dataset consisting of more than
10000 cases, the accuracy of the model will increase, and the model will be able to learn
faster. Additionally, the geographical analysis of the model results can be facilitated by
analysing the effects of disease AB by city which is the second determinant factor of disease
AB. This may indicate that disease AB is more common in some geographical areas than
others. This may be the basis for a more advanced spatial analysis and may lead to more
sophisticated results, such as the identification of the reasons and effects of disease AB on
other characteristics of daily life of individuals in those areas. Another interesting point is that
this analysis can be automated. This means that an intelligent system can be constructed with
very basic hardware such as a home-range personal computer which accepts data from a
hospital and prepares instantly (in real time) statistical reports about the profile of the
patients. Finally, This proposed system may be used for research and decision support
processes and act as a data exploration tool.
With the use of ML methods such as decision trees, one can better reveal information
which is hidden in data. Complex relationships that may exist in very large datasets are
sometimes difficult to understand and may require a great number of computations and crosstabulations. Analysis of rich and complex datasets can be valuable to the health sector as it
may reveal underlying geographical patterns for diseases, symptoms and characteristics of
patients. Finally, decision trees in general may act as a framework to consider the probability
of events and pay-offs of decisions in various data analyses, not only in health-related sectors
but also from in sectors such as geography marketing and logistics.
7.

SUMMARY
•

What was already known to the topic
◦ Artificial intelligence techniques can give a very good insight in medical data and
provide good understanding in related variables
◦ Health geography is a scientific area which under good knowledge of the
underlying mechanisms, can provide meaningful information about geographical
distribution of health-related data
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◦ Decision trees is an artificial intelligence approach which has been successfully
used in a number of scientific areas and provides a good understanding on the
relationship of variables in a dataset.
What this study added to our knowledge
◦ Computerised systems with the incorporation of AI, may give medical personnel a
very good understanding regarding the topic in research
◦ Decision trees can be used in such systems in order to facilitate the understanding
of the relationship between patients characteristics
◦ Hospitals in Greek health sector do not yet have expert centralized computer
systems for aggregate depiction of patients data.
◦ A novel expert system in Greek health Sector may give a very good understanding
on patients data and interconnect patient's characteristics such as geographical
area of residence.
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